Cutter Reset Procedure
SumiMark IV Marking Systems
Overview:
This document provides step-by-step directions on how to reset the Cutter on the SumiMark
IV Marking System. The Cutter Reset Button is a small, black push button which actuates and
repositions the cutter to the home position. In rare cases, the cutter may need to be reset because it is out of range with the sensor.
Application:
To reset the Cutter, follow these steps:
1. Power the printer off. See visual reference on page 2.
2. Locate reset button on right side of Ribbon Payoff Spindle. See visual reference on page 3.
3. Hold the Cutter Reset Button down.
4. Power Off printer while holding down button.
5. Power printer back On. Printer should cycle one cut to reset itself
6. Release button.
*If cutter continuously cycles when powered back up, release the button when the blade is at
its lowest point (not visible through the opening). This may take a few try’s to properly reset
the cutter.
Note: do not attempt to adjust the cutter sensor unless requested by a SumiMark technician.
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Visual References:

View of back panel of printer.
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Additional visual reference on next page
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Visual References Continued:
Side view of printer with flip cover open.
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